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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….

The Musical: Part 1

For the last two days, we spied on the Musical, during Period 1 (it
also is during period 2, but we weren’t spying for 2 periods!). e musical
is directed by Holly, choreographed by Jenny, and the musical director is
Micah. Rumour has it, that they are working on the musical, School Of
Rock. It’s a great musical with lots of amazing music. It’s going to be
awesome! On Friday of Week 1, the musical started o f class with some
vocal warm ups. ey sang “why are you milking my cow” and “ma me mi
mo moo”. ey were working on the song, When I Climb to the Top of
Mount Rock. “Put a hard C on climb” said Micah as she gave the CAAPers
feedback on their singing. We thought that the harmonies sounded
amazing, and the song sounded excellent. On Monday of Week 2, they
were working on the song, Stick it to the Man. “Make sure to sing
without yelling, and use lots of diction,” Micah said to the cast.
Everything is going great with the musical, except there is one dilemma…
e dilemma was construction. Yes, believe it or not, the Park School is
under construction. We just found out that the construction was a bit
annoying because no one could hear anything! It got so bad that the
Musical needed to get microphones to continue rehearsing. During
rehearsal, Jenny announced that the construction would hopefully be
done at the end of week two. Even though the construction is a problem,
the musical is doing amazing during their practices, and we can’t wait to
see the ﬁnished product! Classroom Spies, signing o f. (P.S. we hope to
have more detailed information on the construction in our next article).
This information is certified by the CIA, Caap Intelligence Agency. Next Articles:
Construction On the Roof and Cast List
The Daily Sports Center Column
Hello and welcome to your daily dose of sports statistics. Today we are going to
be taking a look at big hitter for the Boston Red Sox named J.D Martinez. He
plays first base and he bats 6th in the batting lineup. He has 309 at bats and
100 hits with 81 strikeouts,34 walks, 2 stolen base, was caught stealing bases
once, 19 doubles, 1 triple, 25 home runs, and 67 RBI (runs batted in) Martinez has
a .324 Batting average. J.D Martinez has been in the league for 7 years while
playing for 4 teams; 3 years with the Astros, 4 years with the tigers, and in his 4th
year with the tigers he was traded to the Diamondbacks for 1 year, and then was
traded to the Red Sox. Please put suggestions for players in my folder across
from the OTT room.

Tag
Hello! My name is Sally Jamrog
and I have been tagged by my
brother Peter Jamrog. So a little
bit about myself: I am thirteen
years of age (ignore whatever my
height implies) and am starting
eighth grade at acher
Montessori School in Milton. I
am VERY excited to discover what
mysteries my next school
semester holds, since we only
have a class of fourteen next
September. is means we will be
able to use the freedom our
curriculum provides to learn
things in more diverse and
hopefully enjoyable ways. As you
have probably ﬁgured, I am one
of those people who misses the
structure of school in the summer
(I am not ashamed to say!) so that
is why I have stayed at CAAP for
as long as seven years! (similar
day structure as school; along
with my various obsessions with
the arts - photography, dance,
theatre, visual art etc. - my school
has an arts program in which
there is much controversy about).
I would love to write more, and
thanks again for tagging me
Peter! But I think itś time to hear
from somebody else! I tag Brodie
Flan.
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How Possible is a Global Pandemic?
The world has faced devastating disease outbreaks many times in
its history. Some of the worst include the Spanish flu of 1918 (which killed
more people than WWI), The Plague of Athens, The Black Death, The
2014 West Africa Ebola Outbreak, and the ongoing HIV/AIDS pandemic.
The Black Death, also known as the Great Plague, the Black Plague, or
simply The Plague, was by far the deadliest, most devastating disease
outbreak in human history. It killed an estimated 75-200 million people in
a span of just five years during the Middle Ages. The Black Death caused
a very rare, rapid, and massive decline in world population that we
haven’t seen since then. Obviously, medical practices have changed and
gotten far more advanced since the Plague, and people (for the most
part), no longer turn to the church to save them when things like this occur.
So, how possible is it for a global pandemic to occur today? What disease
would it be? How would people react? How deadly and devastating
would it be? Could we protect ourselves from it?
We have already seen how us humans react in crisis such as when
Ebola first came to the United States. You take someone who’s used to
living like a king, roof over their head, three meals a day, running water,
electricity, and a bed to sleep in; and then you tell them that a deadly
and contagious disease has arrived in their country. They are going to
panic. Since we are a society that lives in groups, we will likely panic in
groups. Humans also happen to suffer from a phenomenon called
groupthink, more colloquially known as herd mentality. Groupthink is the
idea that humans, when in large groups, are far more prone to think and
take actions based on the group that they are in, which destroys individual
intelligence and responsibility. This would obviously be a big problem in a
situation like this, since if one group of people isn’t listening to the CDC,
then no one will.
We could never really say for sure what disease would be that of
a global pandemic, since we there are undiscovered viruses lying in wait
that we know nothing about. There is also the risk of a lab designing and
engineering a bioweapon that could infect anyone (this is unlikely, since
nobody wants biological warfare). Out of the diseases that currently exist
today, the most likely to cause a pandemic are the hemorrhagic diseases
(ebola, marburg, etc.), since they are highly contagious and we are still
working on developing a vaccine.
A global Ebola pandemic has the potential to be very deadly if it
were to come without warning. I think that the likelihood of a pandemic
killing most of the world is very low, since we have very good disease
researchers who would work around the clock to protect us and develop a
cure.
By Ben Ruigomez
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The random column
Hello my brothers thank you
for the good fortune. Today
when i looked in my folder
there were three messages
in it. I'm So pleased please
keep it up. Anyway today i
will write about this. What
classes would kippy take if
she was a camper. So right
now i will go over kippy and
ask her. just so you know ok
i really don't want to because
I am to lazy to do it but
happy is making me. Hello
again i have just came back
from kipp and this is what she
said
1. The musical
2. The musical
3. Makeup
5. Magic pencils
6. Playing with your
food
I hope you learned alot and
remember to please stop by
my folder
-the random
column
*goodbye

What’s on the Morning
Playlist?
What's up CAAPers. Itś ur boi
pewpewguy today finna
gonna talk bout th music
that gets played in the morn.
low key tho dont rly listen to it
anyway. finna go play tetris
brb.
jaco
b
WARNING: These are not the
opinions of the Editors- We listen
to ALL of Rose’s morning
Playlists!
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NOONTIME SHOW Today's noontime show was amazing and hosted by by Mica and Fred!!! First up was
an awesome rock band that played Bulls on parade by RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE.After the great song video
comedy rolled down the screeeeeen! That cracked us up!( there were two videos). Later When the hilarious show
was done Ezra Korn‐Mayer acted a monologue from Shakespeare on Romeo and Juliet.When the monologue was
inished acting for the camera showed a really thrilling trailer on superherheros.After good time Lucia Infantine
amazed the crowd with a song called everybody gets a cat with a Ukulele and was singing to on the screen.Later
when the song was inished there came the last act that's so sketchy performed an out of the world act on
concussions.After all the beautiful acts there was a huge crowd that applauds this noontime show was absolutely
amazing.
Bad and Good Advice

How do you do an advice column?
Good Advice
Rely on books, internet
And only your head if
you are sure.
How do you pick out your clothes in the morning?
Bad Advice
Good Advice
Assume that the weather is
look-up the weather
The same as yesterday and
so you dress
forget events that have dress
properly and don’t
codes.
get too hot or too Cold.
Put reminders for events on your wall/mirror so you don’t forget.
Bad Advice
Don’t rely on anything but
your head. No books no internet.

Tips To Being Cute:
Hi CAAPeople! I’ve been getting so many awesome suggestions recently and I would love for you guys to keep it up! Just
as a reminder this is a Tips To Being column so I would appreciate if your suggestions were adjectives (i.e. Tips To Being
weird or annoying). Also, if you suggest something please note that if I don’t respond to it I most likely did it last year.
Without further ado, here is Tips To Being Cute.
1) First Think: “How am I trying to be cute?” From my point of view there are two deﬁnitions of the word “cute” and I
don’t know if the suggestor was looking for Tips To Being one or the other. Luckily for you, I’ll provide Tips for both!
Now readers, it’s that time to make your decision: Pretty cute or adorable cute?
2) Alright then! Pretty cute is looking good (i.e. “Wow I love your shirt! That is so cute!”) Adorable cute on the other
hand is being lovable (i.e. “Look at that baby picture! That is so cute!”) But you didn’t come here for the deﬁnitions
of cute. No! Here is *drum roll please,* Tips To Being Cute!
Pretty cute: Well this is slightly tricky and I may not be the best to ask about this but I’ll try. The ﬁrst thing you need
to do is go to the nearest thrift store and buy yourself the itchiest turtleneck and match it with a pair of hammer time
“parachute pants.” This guarantees the cutest look in any school or law ﬁrm you walk into. In all fairness, I know that
many people advise against these choices but your going to need to trust me and make bold statements. All cute
people are the ones who aren’t afraid to start their own trends.
Adorable cute: I am by far the #1 best person to ask for this because I am the youngest child of three in my family.
Side note: you will not regret taking these tips due to the enormous beneﬁts. Pulled over for speeding? Put your
hair into two uneven ponytails bat your eyelashes and that’s a sureﬁre way to get out of your situation. (Side side
note: Tips To Being Column is not responsible for any dangerous behavior from children after reading this article.
Additionally, some of these tips may work better when applied to a certain age group and they are most
recommended for people 2-9.)
And that is how to be a real cutie! Want a tip or two with your life? You can put it in my folder outside of the OTT room. Tips
to being ___.
Sincerely, A tips expert.
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The Evil Overlord Advice Column
Greetings, my Minions. This is the 5th Evil
Overlord Advice Column. The Problems inserted today
have A little evil potential. “TRUMP MUST GO! -JT” is
the first one. This is the first time my opinions are forced
to clash with politics and I think it won’t be the last. Let
me make this very clear. Trump is trying to be a evil
overlord but stinks at it. He will never be as great as I.
NEVER! He is doing everything wrong and should just
quit while he’s behind. Now, my second note. “A fat
donkey ate my suit and I have to go to a fancy party
naked.” First things first, catch the donkey. Second things
second, find out who else is coming to the party and where
they live. Third things third, release the donkey on
everyone. The donkey will eat their clothing and it will be
a naked party. Of course, you don’t want to be naked, so
find a plant with big leaves and make a skirt.
#LIFE IS GOOD Sincerely, The Evil Overlord

The Glossier Truth ‐ Is It Worth It?
Glossier is a quickly growing makeup
brand that is drawing everybody's attention. It is
makeup that is known for looking as natural as
possible. Its most popular product is Glossier Lip
Gloss and Boy Brow. Mixed opinions about this
brand are being projected by many people, good,
bad and more. Some people think the brand is
just a scam and others think it’s the best thing
since sliced bread (or setting powder). Glossier
products are very small and very expensive.
Some people think it’s worth it, others not so
much. Its products are not inclusive to all
people’s skin tones and skin concerns. The
concealer oxidizes and the Balm Dotcom is pretty
much just vaseline. Its skincare products
basically only work on already clear skin. Its
models and people in advertisements have
already perfect skin, and Glossier’s products
won’t give you that‐‐its products are for people
who don’t really need them. Other makeup and
skincare products can be found at CVS and they
do the same or better than Glossier while being
much cheaper!
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The Rant Column
Hi and welcome to The
Rant Column this is
where I take
suggestions to rant
about. Today’s subject
is about keeping
reptiles as pets. This is
a rather controversial topic because most people say no they
shouldn’t be pets because they are expensive and smell bad. And
because they have no emotional connection to humans and because
they can get mad and live a long life. But I am here to tell you
otherwise- ok look I personally have many reptiles in my home one
being as small as 6 inches and a another being as big as 6 feet. I will
admit they are expensive, but if you take proper care of your reptile
you and your reptile can really bond. They also come in beautiful
colors like red, green, orange, yellow, orange, white, black, purple,
blue, and pink and as long as long as you clean the cage at the end of
the week (which only takes 10 minutes and is not as gross as you
think.) Reptiles can also be safer animals than dogs because because
they don’t get riled up as much and don’t bite as often. reptiles I own
are a 6 inch without tail long bearded dragon lizard named Kenny
(easiest to take care of) and a 7 inch long snake named Clyde and a 2
feet long snake named Walter and a 6 foot long snake named
Reggie.That’s it and that’s all please take this into consideration the
next time you go to buy a pet.
By Will Hollister

Random Guy: WikiHow
WikiHow is an absolutely beautiful
website. I love all the helpful tips
such as how to get a computer virus,
or how to melt chocolate in a
microwave. My personal favorite is
how to get over a anime addiction, now according to
some simple steps, I don’t sleep with my Sasuke pillow
anymore!!! I also like the “how to produce saliva”
article, It’s not like most people produce spit EVERY
SINGLE DAY OF THERE LIFE. There's so many
useless articles on WikiHow that I practically collapse
from laughing to hard at some. Like, who needs a guide
on how to rip paper or how to be okay with having a
communist friend??? (all hail Mother Russia.) Who in
their right mind would have thought it was a good idea
to make a guide on how to apologize to a cat? Thanks to
that article, I can now apologize to my cat successfully
and accurately.
Sincerely, Random Guy
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Lots O‛ Pups!
Hello CAAPsters! Today
marks the second day of the
second week of an awesome
year at CAAP! Today we are
going to be talking about
some very interesting and
important topics. I was encouraged to write
about why there are so many dogs in
commercials. This is because dogs are really
cute- Like me! Yes, Laila. As I was saying, dogs
are really cute, and if you put cute dogs in any
commercial- like a one way trip to your neighbors
house with sleeping on stones outside on the
coldest day in winter and only eating stale foodit will seem incredible- like a two way trip to
your dream vacation place sleeping in a
palace on the most beautiful day of the year
eating only your favorite food. I looked at ten of
the best commercials of 2016, and two of them
had dogs. That‛s a lot!
The next topic is about animal abuse, which is
very different than commercials. 70.1% of
animal abuse cases happened to dogs.
100,000,000 animals are killed every year for
cosmetics testing. And
that's only a fraction of
animal abuse. Every ten
seconds, an animal is
abused. Animal abuse is
a horrible thing that
happens in this world
and here is how you can help get rid of it.
1. You can donate to the ASPCA, the
American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals.
2. Schedule a humane agency to lecture at a
public place in your community, like a
school or place of worship.
3. If you see any animals with no shelter, a
collar that is too tight, lack of grooming,
or no food or water, you should report it
to the police.
I hope you learned something from this.
Goodbye from Laila and Mr. Owner!
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Interview with Jenny Lifson by Violet C
Q: What do you think is the best class?
A: Broadway babies
Q: What do you do during the year?
A: A dance teacher and a choreographer
Q: What is your favorite animal?
A: Dog
Q: What school did you go to?
A: Muhlenberg college
Q: Did you go to caap?
A: Yes

Toy R Us b Ge r a F

Did yo he t a Toy R Us is c o n ??? Toy R Us is
c o n be e Wal t is ge n al t e co ne to
an ev b is no go to Wal t, no Toy R Us.
Mos pe t i k Wal t ha al t e ne to t a
ev ne li an t e t i k t a Toy R Us ha al t e
la ba to . Toy R Us is s i l on , t e ar s i l
op an t e ar ha g ma sa . Som Toy R Us
ne he ar in Ded , Wob , an Wor t . Som
pe ar re y sa t a Toy R Us is c o n bu mo
pe do 't re y ca .
Cape Cod
Cape Cod is a really nice
place, it has lots of
swimming pools. The
Atlantic Ocean is near
Cape Cod. It is really nice
to look at the ocean and
build sandcastles there. I love to ride waves there.
Riding waves is when you wait for a big wave to
come and you lean back then it pulls you back near
the beach and it’s really fun! I love to go to Cape Cod
and go in swimming pools. Whenever I go I’m
always excited to go swimming the next day! Cape
Cod is the best!
By Callie
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Interview with Mike Pence, Vice President/Most Boring
Person Ever Alive
By Malachy Dubin
Interviewer: Tell us a joke.
Mike: What is a bird that rhymes with carrot? Parrot!
(bursts out laughing).
Int: What’s your favorite animal?
Mike: Ant.
Int: What’s your favorite color?
Mike: grey.
Int: Do you like working for Trump?
Mike: It pays the bills. (Chuckles).
Int: What college did you go to.
Mike: I went to the Delaware school of learning, no fun,
and especially boringness. I majored in talking slowly
just to annoy/bore people.
Int: What’s your favorite rockstar and/or band?
Mike: Well Georges Borrington James Earl the thirty
eighth was quite a, forgive my language, “rebel” when he
played an E sharp instead of an A minor.

What did catś evolve
from?
We think cats evolved from
Miacids. .Miacids are not as
evolved as common house
cats, and it is unclear if it is their first
ancestor. All cats evolved from different things,
but the thing they evolved around was Miacids.
Awesome dude.
Ununderstandable Stories ‐ The Rainbow Unicorn
audience syllabi men just GrubHub Christchurch
fuddy‐duddy slaps ck's Co Do So riding FB giving iconiﬁca on
conﬁgura on Bibi giving giving . ham gym JB R CHC
disposi ve is she waste we ride at it Taj pool poo tech so r red
and disgus ng such as Cindy ﬁx individual Susie smackdown
unicycle stretch j Hutch Fuchs Finn cucumber Thanksgiving so
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ﬁnding Wendi uhh FTB FTB fBi FBI ugh
nightshi kick horriﬁc Canadians vGg fun coccidioidomycosis
high shamrocks Smallville check chickenpox app all all am i all
Supercalifragilis cexpialidocious Panama
parangariqu rimicura Gucci such JB f ElementalX CT cut ﬀf
bright cH share ry susurrus dhy Rd d they such b yr f Ex dew
hungry bench you Tig trip do forum tell ice cream Oh oh CB
wet CV Dr see as mm.
UFO. The end for today‐ The UFO
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Hop the Hare Part One
Once there was a Hare named Hop. Hares usually
can hop. That is why Hop was named Hop. But Hop could
not hop. He could walk, but no matter how hard he tried,
he could not hop. Hop had seven siblings. Four sisters,
Daisy, Lopsy, Izzy, and Lola. Also three brothers, Thumper,
Gizmo, and Flopsy. There was two litters in Hop’s family,
and Hop was the oldest of the first litter. In the first litter,
there was Hop, Thumper, Daisy, and Lopsy. The second
litter was Gizmo, Izzy, Lola, and Flopsy. Hop was the
oldest of the first litter. So his parents expected him to hop
the highest. You can imagine their surprise when they
found out he couldn’t hop at all! Hop was ashamed. He
felt like he let his family down. But there was nothing he
could do about it. Hop did not have the tissue, or large
squishy fibers in his right knee, that he needed to bend it
properly, and comfortably. As a result, he could not do
things that required him to bend his leg a lot. When Hop
turned ten, he got a surgery that puts tissue in his knee,
allowing him to bend it, and hop! So his parents signed
him up for a hare hopping competition two months after
the surgery, so he would have time to recover. Hop was
very excited, but also very nervous for the surgery. He had
never been to the hospital before, except for when he got
his tonsils out. The next day, Hop had a huge
birthday/good luck party. Hop was very nervous when he
woke up the next morning for his surgery. He got in the car
with the bag he had packed for the stay in the hospital.
When they got to the hospital a hippo nurse told them to
wait in the waiting room while she put them in the system.
About 10 minutes later , the same hippo nurse came and
took them to an operating room. A doctor came in, and
said, “ Hiya Hop! My name is Dr Feinstein, and I will be
operating on your knee today. Don't worry I will be very
gentle.” Hop gulped. He knew that this was going to be
alright, but he couldn't help being nervous.
“All right,” said Dr Feinstein. “ I'm going to give you
a shot, and it's going to make you very sleepy, so that we
can do the surgery. It won't hurt a bit, and you'll wake up
very soon.” Hop felt a little pin prick in his arm, and then
everything went black.
When Hop woke up, his leg was in a cast. It felt
very sore. Dr. Feinstein came in and said, “Hi Hop! I'm glad
you're awake! How does your leg feel?”
“Sore” said Hop.
“That’s normal,” said Dr Feinstein.”It’ll feel that
way for a while, but you’ll be out of the cast in two weeks.
Then you’ll have a brace for two more weeks, and it might
be hard for you to get around again, but you will have
physical therapy to help you.”
“4 weeks!” thought Hop. “That's a month! Then I'll
have physical therapy for another month! How will I do the
contest now?” Dun, dun, dun!!!!!!! By Trot the Trout
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